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Abstract

Dynamic Research Progress Report

This paper studies information design in a dynamic moral hazard environment. An agent and an

expert face a common uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of a collective decision. The agent

bears the cost of effort of information acquisition and makes the final decision. The expert is the

only observer of research outcomes and provides information over time to the agent. Both

parties are equally affected by the decision but the expert prefers more accurate decision making

since she does not afford the research cost. I show that one optimal information policy consists

in disclosing truthfully with delay. In the first periods of time, the delay is zero, then strictly

increases and finally vanishes. By the time the delay decreases back to zero, the agent has taken

the decision with probability one.

Moral Hazard in Networks (with Yang Sun)

In a multi-agent contracting setting, agents’ performances are related due to both correlated

noise and effort spillovers. We study the optimal linear contract when agents are risk averse.
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Imposing compensation weights on peer performance helps to filter out common noise, which

relaxes the participation constraint (hedge effect). However, it may also reduce the incentive to

exert effort due to effort spillovers, which therefore tightens the incentive compatibility

constraint (incentive effect). We show that the optimal compensation sensitivity is determined

by the dot product between the pure hedge vector and spillover vector. Furthermore, we propose

an index called informativeness along the spillover direction to capture the balance between the

hedge and incentive effects. As a result, both the effort and profit induced in equilibrium are

positively related to this index. Finally, we demonstrate the disparity between spillover depth

(measuring the strength of the spillover effect) and spillover width (summarizing the density of

spillover structure).

Structural Interventions of Social Ties(with Yang Sun and Junjie Zhou)

Two types of interventions are commonly implemented in networks: characteristic intervention

which influences individuals’ intrinsic incentives, and structural intervention which targets at the

social links among individuals. In this paper we provide a general framework to evaluate the

distinct equilibrium effects of both types of interventions. We identify a hidden equivalence

between a structural intervention and an endogenously determined characteristic intervention.

Compared with existing approaches in the literature, the perspective from such an equivalence

provides several advantages in the analysis of interventions targeting on network structure. We

present a wide range of applications of our theory, including determining whether a structural

intervention is beneficial, identifying the most wanted criminal(s) in delinquent networks and

targeting the key connector for separated communities.

Dynamic Contracting over Information (with Claudio Mezzetti, Ludovic Renou and
Tristan Tomala)

We consider a dynamic moral hazard problem between a principal and an agent, where the sole

instrument the principal has to incentivize the agent is the disclosure of information. The

principal aims at maximizing the (discounted) number of times the agent chooses a particular

action, e.g., to work hard. We show that there exists an optimal contract, where the principal

stops disclosing information as soon as its most preferred action is a static best reply for the

agent or else continues disclosing information until the agent perfectly learns the principal’s

private information. If the agent perfectly learns the state, he learns it in finite time with

probability one; the more patient the agent, the later he learns it.

Building Up Efficient Networks Sequentially (with Yang Sun and Junjie Zhou)

We study the problem of designing efficient network sequentially. In each period, the planner

connects two unlinked agents in the network formed in previous period, then the agents play a

game with local complementarity under the newly formed network. The planner benefits from

the entire discounted stream of equilibrium welfare. We show that, forming a nested split graph

in each period is an optimal strategy for the planner for any specific values of discount factors.



Moreover, when the planner heavily discounts future welfare, the optimal strategy induces a

quasi-complete graph in each period regardless of the strength of complementary effect. Our

paper therefore provides a micro-foundation for quasi-complete network since it is formed under

greedy algorithm. We also discuss the robustness of these results under non-linear best response

and heterogeneous agents.

Sell-Side Research and Buy-Side Agency Issue (with Junli Zhao)

We study whether and how sell-side research affects the agency issue between asset managers

and their clients. We show that even if sell-side research alone does not generate conflicts of

interest, it can exacerbate the moral hazard problem of asset managers. Imposing transparency

on the use of sell-side research, as the recent European directive MiFID II does, helps investors

alleviate this negative effect. Forcing the managers to absorb sell-side research costs has a

similar effect. Our model explains the empirical findings on how transparency affects the supply

of buy-side research, the demand for and the quality of sell-side research. This paper contributes

to the debate on the regulation of sell-side research, with a view to improving the organization of

the asset management industry.


